GALLERY ARTISTS EVENT

FRIDAY, MAY 4
10:00-5:00pm  Icefire Glassworks  Mark Gordon, Steven Krig  Breakfast Reception, unveiling of new work, and artist talks.  Gladsbying to follow.

1:40pm  Cannon Beach Gallery  Scott C. Johnson  Workshop in the gallery

2:40pm  Archimedes Gallery  Eva Funderburgh, Shing Yin Khor  Unveiling of "Tides & Currents" a three-person sculpture show.

3:20pm  Jeffrey Hull Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Watercolor demonstration continues

10am-noon  Jeffrey Hull Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Coffee and conversation with Jeffrey & Crew

1pm-3pm  Jeffrey Hull Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Watercolor demonstration with金属 sculpture.

5pm-8pm  DragonFire Gallery  Tad Hetu, Ann Cavanaugh, Arnie Chupp  Unveiling of new work, with demonstrations following

SATURDAY, MAY 5
10am-3pm  Imprint Gallery  Alisa Vernon  Drop-in Workshop: Linocut Printmaking

11am-1pm  DragonFire Gallery  Kelly Howard, Penny Forrest, Theresa Andreas-O’Leary  Unveiling of "What’s in the Box" Mystery sculpture unveiling

11am-3pm  Jeffrey Hull Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Unveiling of new originals. Reception with Jeffrey & Crew

1pm-3pm  Jeffrey Hull Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Unveiling of new originals. Reception with Jeffrey & Crew

3pm-6pm  Bronze Coast Gallery  Don Dahlke  Unveiling of new work, with demonstrations following

4pm  Jeffrey Hull Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Watercolor demonstration with金属 sculpture.

5pm-8pm  DragonFire Gallery  Artists’ reception with Ann Fleming, Angela Surmon, Ivan McLean, Hazel Schlesinger, Mitzi Kugler - Live music with Bobcat Bob on Guitar, Sinnean Winery with Patrick McElligott

6pm-8pm  Bronze Coast Gallery  Imprint Gallery  Bronze Coast Gallery Jacques & Mary Regat, Don Dahlke, Coffee and cake with the artists, and 25th anniversary celebration.

7pm-9pm  White Bird Gallery  Reception with Deborah DeWit, Joshua Rodine, Alexandra Boyden  Live music with Bobcat Bob on Guitar, Cornish Winery with Patrick McElligott

8pm-10pm  Cannon Beach Gallery  "Into the Woods" show reception with Dorota Haber-Lehigh, Jennifer Kapnek, John Smither

SUNDAY RECEPTIONS
11am-1pm  Jeffrey Hull Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Watercolor demonstration continues

5pm-8pm  DragonFire Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Unveiling of new work, with demonstrations following

11am-1pm  Imprint Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Unveiling of new work, with demonstrations following

6pm-8pm  Bronze Coast Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Watercolor demonstration with金属 sculpture.

6pm-8pm  White Bird Gallery  Reception with Deborah DeWit, Joshua Rodine, Alexandra Boyden  Live music with Bobcat Bob on Guitar, Sinnean Winery with Patrick McElligott

7pm-9pm  White Bird Gallery  Reception with Deborah DeWit, Joshua Rodine, Alexandra Boyden  Live music with Bobcat Bob on Guitar, Sinnean Winery with Patrick McElligott

8pm-10pm  Cannon Beach Gallery  "Into the Woods" show reception with Dorota Haber-Lehigh, Jennifer Kapnek, John Smither

See website for more information about the galleries and artists: cbgallerygroup.com

SUNDAY, MAY 6
10am-noon  Jeffrey Hull Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Coffee and conversation with Jeffrey & Crew

11am-3pm  Imprint Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Watercolor demonstration with金属 sculpture.

1pm-3pm  Jeffrey Hull Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Watercolor demonstration with金属 sculpture.

5pm-8pm  DragonFire Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Watercolor demonstration with金属 sculpture.

6pm-8pm  Bronze Coast Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Watercolor demonstration with金属 sculpture.

7pm-9pm  White Bird Gallery  Jeffrey Hull  Watercolor demonstration with金属 sculpture.

8pm-10pm  Cannon Beach Gallery  "Into the Woods" show reception with Dorota Haber-Lehigh, Jennifer Kapnek, John Smither